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and to assign them permissions, they need to be assigned to the right
user. in the first image i created a new role called "admin" and gave it the
permissions of all the things. to apply the permissions use the console
with your mod loaded. /give the role admin permissions will allow users to
do anything when they login, including adding, editing, and removing a
role that has permissions on the server. by opening up the console and
inputting the following. /addrole admin role_name will add a new role to
the server with the given name, and the /copyrole role_name role_name
will copy a role over to the server and give the copied role the
permissions of the original role. once the server has been created using
new world and filled with dinos, it can be started using start_server. you
will need to be root to do this. open up the console and use /start_server
server_name and your server should be up and running. map formats are
a bit more complicated than creating servers, but the end result is the
same. you need to make sure you download a map of the size you wish to
host, and then run the right tool on the maps file to convert it to a
minecraft compatible map. most open source applications these days will
have an option in the setup wizard to convert an existing file. many also
offer a gui interface. for example, the map format is just a container, and
you can have as many maps inside it as you like, so you can have a single
8 map map or a single 512 map. and they can all be loaded in the same
world
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based on the classic and very addictive card game, hearthstone is a
multiplayer game where players compete to be the first to gain a certain
amount of experience points. you can play on the pc and mac, and the

game features a wide variety of classes and items to use in your quest to
become a grandmaster. i've never actually played the first person tank
game world of tanks , but it's the most popular free to play game in the
world, so i'm sure it's a blast to play. in it, you take on the role of a tank

and you must destroy enemy vehicles. there are three game modes:
conquest, where you must take over the other teams base; blitz, where
you must destroy enemy vehicles with an ally; and team deathmatch,

where you must destroy all other players to win. hearthstone is a free-to-
play competitive card game, in which players engage in competitive

multiplayer matches. the goal is to be the first player to achieve a given
number of experience points, by playing games. the point values range

from 0 to 10, and the player with the most points at the end of the season
is the winner. as with most mges, the mod is based on an older engine

called tiberian sun. the games engine is , and includes a number of
technologies from that game. you'll need to download and install an older
version of tiberian sun from that site to run the mod. for the most recent
version of tiberian sun, check out the tiberian sun website, . once you've

downloaded the mod, you'll need to install it on your server. if you haven't
already, check out our map installation guide to see how that's done.

once you're done, you can start the mod in the tiberian sun directory on
your server, and then launch the game in forge. 5ec8ef588b
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